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Statewide Mapping Advisory Committee Meeting  

 
Minutes  
 

Wednesday, July 15, 2015; 1:30 PM – 3:30 PM 

NC League of Municipalities 

Executive Board Room, David E. Reynolds Building, 308 W. Jones St., Raleigh, NC 

 

Welcome/Introductions – Ryan Draughn, Chair, welcomed Tom Morgan, John Bridgers, Jeff 

Essic, Alice Wilson, Sarah Wray (for John Farley), Silvia Terziotti, John Lay (for Hope 

Morgan), Cam McNutt, Kenneth Taylor, Joe Sewash, Jeff Brown, David Giordano, Tim 

Johnson, and on the phone Gary Thompson, Steve Averett, Sean McGuire, Stephen Dew, Pam 

Carver, and Tyrel Moore. Visitors: Erin Lesh (NCDOT), Ronald Harding (NCDPS), and Watson 

Ross (NCDPS) 

 

Minutes 

With the addition of the name of Kenneth Taylor to those in attendance, the committee approved 

the April 15, 2015 Minutes. 

 

Framework+ Datasets 

Ryan called on members to report on opportunities, development, maintenance, and issues for 

Geospatial Framework datasets for North Carolina. 

 

 ORTHOIMAGERY 

Tim Johnson (CGIA) provided a brief status report on the Orthoimagery Program. The 

Northern Piedmont and Mountains (2014) phase is complete with a final report coming 

out this month to close out the project. He displayed online, live map products that 

include maps for statewide acquisition phases, a base map of the region, acquisition 

summary, quality control schedule, final delivery meeting sites, and final delivered tiles. 

The maps will remain online for reference.  

 

In the Southern Piedmont and Mountains (2015), the quality review phase will begin 

soon for 24 counties. The project will again use the VOICE online system. Webinars for 

training on the VOICE system will be conducted by Darrin Smith and Ben Shelton of 

CGIA on July 16 and 21. Macon, Henderson, Polk, Stanly, and Montgomery will be the 

first counties issued for quality review starting on August 3 for state partners and August 

10 for Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs) and county GIS coordinators. In this 

configuration, adjacent counties, processed by different contractors, provide opportunities 

to balance color from one contractor study area to the next.  Visual quality control 

including resolutions of any quality issues will take place August through December, 

followed by final product delivery in January and public release via NC OneMap in 

February. Five contractors are assigned to study areas (4 or 5 counties each). Quality 

control proceeds in a 5-week cycle as processed imagery is delivered for each county.  

 

The coastal phase (2016) begins the next four-year cycle of updates. The coastal phase 

gains two counties (Duplin and Columbus) from reconfiguration of regions for more 
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efficient acquisition of imagery in the Fort Bragg and Camp Mackall area. For next steps, 

contracts will be signed between CGIA and the NC 911 Board for Phase 1 of this cycle, 

as well as contracts between CGIA and NCDPS and NC Department of Transportation 

(NCDOT) Photogrammetry for their respective roles. The project team is working on an 

agreement with the Marine Corps regarding acquisition of imagery. Coordination is also 

in process with other military installation in the coastal phase. A Qualifications-Based 

Selection process will lead to selection of contractors and negotiation of contracts by 

December. In response to a question from Ryan, Tim explained that all counties are 

participating in VOICE quality review, including PSAP staff in a growing number of 

instances in addition to GIS coordinators.  

 

 TRANSPORTATION 

Sarah Wray (NCDOT) reported that the ROME Project (all public roads) received its first 

delivery of statewide data from the contractor on June 26. Review of geometry and 

attribution will continue through the first week of August. There are about 140,000 miles 

of roads in the dataset. NCDOT will be in touch with partners to review products later in 

the process. NCDOT will generate explanatory material for aspects including the new 

Linear Referencing System (LRS). The publication process deliverables from the 

contractor are pending. Changes in the data model require the contractor to create new 

processes for generating web services that will be discoverable via NC OneMap. A 

published set of seamless statewide centerlines is scheduled for release in early 2016 and 

will be maintained on a quarterly basis.  

 

The Strategic Transportation Investments group in NCDOT has an online application for 

state and local organizations to request new projects. The application is being revised in 

anticipation of accepting proposal input in the fall as scheduled. 

 

Also, NCDOT is the host for the American Association of State Highway and 

Transportation Officials (AASHTO) annual conference in 2016. Information from federal 

agencies is an important part of the conference as well as opportunities to share 

information with other states. NCDOT is working on selection of a host city and date. 

State and local government GIS participation will be welcome and valuable; there will be 

more information available soon. 

 

Sarah introduced Erin Lesh, the new LRS manager for NCDOT. Erin and her team will 

be responsible for editing the all public roads dataset and she will be a contact for 

information about LRS and coordination with local data managers. 

 

On another transportation topic, Alice Wilson (LGC) pointed out progress by the 

Pedestrian and Bicycle Infrastructure Network (PBIN), a statewide GIS inventory of 

existing and planned bicycling and walking facilities in North Carolina 

(https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/BikePed/Pages/PBIN.aspx). Alice attended a webinar 

and sees this as a valuable resource that depends on local data to fill out the database. It is 

statewide for the known network pieces. The Institute for Transportation Research and 

Education (ITRE) is involved. Alice would like to promote local government 

participation. Sarah Wray added that NCDOT will follow up with the PBIN data mangers 

https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/BikePed/Pages/PBIN.aspx
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to be sure this can be published as a map service and be discoverable on NC OneMap. 

NCDOT’s Bicycle and Pedestrian unit is funding ITRE to manage the data. Sarah will 

find out if there are opportunities to coordinate data maintenance methods and timing 

with other transportation datasets. PBIN should be a reference dataset for strategic 

planning of transportation improvements. NCDOT will report to SMAC on this in 

October. Ryan would like to include this topic in a publication of the NC League of 

Municipalities (NCLM) publication after the data issues and maintenance plans are 

clarified.  

 

 CADASTRAL 

Jeff Brown (CGIA), Pam Carver, John Bridgers and Tom Morgan (Working Group for 

Seamless Parcels) reported that the NC Parcels Project reached full 100-county 

participation by the end of June and is in the process of updating the original 25 counties. 

All but 9 of the 25 have been published in 2015. Web services and downloadable parcel 

data are updated on NC OneMap as counties are completed. Updates for all counties are 

planned for September-October and again in April-May to establish a semiannual cycle. 

CGIA extended the contract with the Carbon Project, Inc. for operation and maintenance 

of the Parcel Transformer in the cloud through May 2016. NC DOT GIS and NC 

Department of Agriculture & Consumer Services are providing cost-share for operation 

and maintenance. This is not a permanent funding solution as explained recently to the 

Management & Operations Committee.  

 

Regarding data quality, Jeff pointed out that a chart displaying the percent of counties 

populating standard fields by field indicates that values are present most commonly in 

core fields including parcel identification number, owner name and address, assessed 

value, and size. Site addresses are evident in more than half of the county datasets. 

Among the least populated standard fields are parcel land use, number of structures on 

the property, and local parcel revision date. Many counties could publish more fields in 

source datasets, using tabular data exported from tax systems.  

 

Jeff acknowledged the importance of continued project oversight by SMAC, the vision 

and persistence of the Working Group for Seamless Parcels, the contributions of the 

project partners, advocacy for local participation by the Local Government Committee, 

project management and technical support by the Office of Information Technology 

Services, CGIA, and the NC OneMap team, and US EPA for its Exchange Network grant 

coordination.  

 

Tom Morgan reminded the committee that the datasets are accessible from NC OneMap 

and the web services are also registered in ArcGIS Online. In response to an archiving 

question from Jeff Essic, David Giordano explained that parcel data, like other Geospatial 

Framework datasets, will be archived according to the NC OneMap Retention Schedule, 

meaning superseded county datasets will be archived. The web services will be refreshed 

with the latest available transformed parcel data. The downloadable zip files by county 

will contain the latest transformed version.  
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 ELEVATION 

John Lay (Department of Public Safety) reported for Hope Morgan on North Carolina 

LiDAR. He summarized that processing of LiDAR data in central NC (2015 acquisition, 

phase 3 of 5) is in progress. For all phases, deliverables are LAS point files (vector, 

downloadable), county terrain datasets, and digital elevation models (DEM as 5, 10, 20 

and 50-foot hydro-enforced (flattened) grids, available by request, not by download), 

along with classified points and intensity imagery. The project team continues to work on 

finding the best way to make raster data (e.g., DEM grid) available to data consumers, 

making the timetable for release of the raster products unclear.  

 

All Phase 1 LiDAR has been upgraded to the NC classification. All Phase 1 and 2 

LiDAR is available for download on the Spatial Data Download Portal 

(http://rmp.ncem.org/SDD/).  

 

For Phase 3 (19 counties), AMEC with Quantum is responsible for the northern section 

and AECOM with Woolpert is responsible for the southern section. Classification is 

underway in both sections, with first delivery of three counties expected July 28th.  

 

LiDAR collection for Phase 4 will begin in late fall or early winter 2015/2016 in 24 

counties. Phase 5 collection will begin in late fall or early winter 2016/2017 in the 

mountain region made up of 17 counties.  

 

John Lay pointed out that the Spatial Data Download tool enables a user to  

• Select one tile at a time 

• Draw a rectangle 

• Draw an area of interest (polygon) 

• Make large data requests that can be sent to you (with provided disk drive) 

• Choose up to 5 square miles for package and download (testing of the data 

download size will continue and be adjusted as required) 

 

In response to a question, John Lay expects that phases 4 and 5 of LiDAR will be funded 

despite the absence of a funding item for LiDAR in the NC Senate and NC House 

budgets.  

 

A plan for derived elevation products was discussed by the Working Group for 

Orthophotography Planning (see below). 

 

 HYDROGRAPHY 

Cam McNutt (NC Department of Environment and Natural Resource (NCDENR)) 

reported that the Division of Water Resources (DWR) has published a set of maps via 

ArcGIS Online (AGOL). He displayed a webpage for accessing interactive maps of 

various hydrography themes (http://portal.ncdenr.org/web/wq#tab-6) including impaired 

waters, surface water classifications, wetland permitting, etc. The datasets displayed have 

full metadata records. He cautioned that a download function is limiting users to 1,000 

records in a downloaded dataset. He will transfer updated hydrography datasets to NC 

OneMap after full testing is complete by NCDENR.  

http://rmp.ncem.org/SDD/
http://portal.ncdenr.org/web/wq#tab-6
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The Division is working on a plan to resolve stream name differences between North 

Carolina stream datasets and the Geographic Names Information System (GNIS). About 

5,000 of 12,000 stream names do not match between the two sources. In some instances, 

parenthetical names included in stream names are the source of the difference. Stream 

names changes within NCDENR years ago were not sufficiently documented for easy 

resolution. To complicate matters, NCDENR stream rules are under legislative mandated 

review.  This means that changes in stream names may have to wait until rules are settled.  

As Cam reported to SMAC in April, he downloaded the NHD and watershed boundary 

dataset dated January 28, 2015 and plans to use that snapshot of the NHD for any stream 

updates by DWR after rules changes are complete. Cam reported an instance of an 

offensive name in the hydrologic units (HUC12) data from NHD that he corrected in the 

NCDENR copy. Cam notified USGS of the need to correct that name in the NHD. Also, 

DWR is updating its water based monitoring and permitting datasets and will make the 

data available to the public via DWR’s AGOL and via NC OneMap.  

 

US EPA issued annual Clean Water Act Section 106 reporting requirements to NCDENR 

that no longer include a requirement to report impaired waters using NHD. Cam verified 

with EPA that sending in streams in GIS format is the only requirement, based on an 

EPA contractor requirement in support of EPA.   

 

 GEODETIC CONTROL 

Gary Thompson reported that NC Geodetic Survey has a new geodetic control database, 

available online (http://ncgs.nc.gov/geodeticmonuments/) with an instructional video 

forthcoming. He is forming a working group for the 2022 reference frame and will 

develop a charter to guide the group. Alice Wilson asked Gary to keep in mind that the 

LGC might be able to assist in the effort in addition to having a member on the working 

group.  

 

 GOVERNMENTAL UNITS 

Ron Harding (NC Geodetic Survey) reported for Gary Thompson regarding the 

reestablished North Carolina-South Carolina boundary. The Joint Boundary 

Commission’s recommendations and resulting legislative bills (mitigating citizen 

impacts) are still in respective committees in South Carolina (where the session ended; 

meeting next in January 2016) and in North Carolina (NC Senate Bill 575 and House Bill 

834, similar to legislation introduced in South Carolina, are in committees). If legislation 

passes as planned, the reestablished NC-SC boundary will be finalized in both states in 

2016.   

 

Regarding county boundaries, NCGS is presently working on six (6) county boundary 

projects: 

 Cabarrus – Rowan 

 Harnett – Wake 

 Jackson – Macon 

 Davie – Yadkin 

 McDowell – Mitchell 

http://ncgs.nc.gov/geodeticmonuments/
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 Bladen – Columbus – Brunswick  

 

Regarding municipal boundaries, Sarah Wray reported that NCDOT and the Department 

of the Secretary of State are coordinating efforts to produce an improved statewide 

municipal boundaries dataset based on the Powell Bill collection and the Boundary and 

Annexation Survey (BAS) and related requirements. Powell Bill boundaries are a subset 

of all municipal boundaries (some small jurisdictions do not have state maintained roads 

within their limits). The collaboration intends to avoid duplication, produce a single 

integrated dataset that will meet multiple reporting requirements, and establish a data 

maintenance process. Data sharing between the agencies is underway and Erin Lesh’s 

team will be leading NCDOT’s technical aspects of the effort. The project team 

recommends presenting a draft plan for the maintenance process for municipal 

boundaries at the next SMAC meeting. NCDOT’s annual publication of Powell Bill 

boundaries typically occurs in February; this plan may affect that timetable.  

 

Tom Morgan added he obtained municipal boundary datasets from all counties 

(collections of municipalities within county boundaries) instead of contacting some 600 

cities and towns (544 of which are incorporated, by the NCLM count). Accurate 

municipal boundaries are important in public funding related to jurisdictions. For 

example, the Powell Bill allocates portions of the gasoline tax revenue to municipalities 

for road maintenance. Local assessments related to public utilities depend on accurate 

municipal boundaries as well. Census boundary improvements will take advantage of this 

collection of municipal boundaries for the BAS to support fair allocation of federal funds 

to local governments. For some jurisdictions, BAS data quality needs much 

improvement. Tom expects creation of a new business process and implementation of a 

web page where local governments can review the current digital boundaries. He urges 

the NCLM and the NC Department of Revenue to support these efforts. He requested 

someone from the League to assist in the collaboration between the Department of the 

Secretary of State and NCDOT. Also, a Census team will review work in progress by 

Tom Morgan and Nancy von Meyer on municipal boundaries in reference to parcel 

boundaries.  

 

Regarding other administrative boundaries, Alice Wilson added that the Local 

Government Committee is interested in Census 2020 preparation, particularly issues 

related to residency rules for military installations in North Carolina.  

 

 ADDRESSES 

Joe Sewash (CGIA) reported that the National Emergency Numbering Association 

(NENA) plans to release in August “the Information Document for Development of Site 

Structure Address Points for GIS Data for 911.” This will include requirements for 

PSAPs and 911 vendors to deal with address data for Next Generation 911. In its second 

draft, the document is closely aligned with the FGDC address data standard and is 

informed by many common working group members from respective efforts by NENA 

and FGDC. This document is intended for all participants in addressing.  
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The Next Generation 911 committee of the NC 911 Board will hold a kick-off meeting 

next week with its contractor to begin a six-month concept of operations development 

exercise. The effort will produce a set of functional requirements, multi-year 

implementation schedule, and budget for all facets of Next Generation 911 including 

networks, network operations center, GIS data development, Computer Assisted Dispatch 

(CAD) interoperability, and radio interoperability. It will lay out a plan and develop a 

request for proposals. The NC 911 Board asked CGIA to develop a working group 

composed of PSAP managers, PSAP technical staff, and GIS managers for state and local 

government. The working group will look at stewardship issues for mandatory and highly 

required datasets for Next Generation 911 that include road centerlines for address 

ranges, address points, PSAP and dispatch jurisdictional boundaries, and administrative 

boundaries. Datasets will be maintained at the local level and aggregated to statewide 

datasets. The working group is expected to move quickly once the concept of operations 

process starts next week. GIS is one slice of the Next Generation 911 committee’s work. 

Ryan observed that some related standards may come to SMAC and he will ask the 

Management & Operations Committee to consider if the right working groups are in 

place to review standards. Tim added that a Council member expressed interest in an 

addressing standard for NC during the May Council meeting.  

 

Working Groups 

STANDARDS AND PRACTICES 

Cadastral Manual 

Tom Morgan reported that review of the draft manual is in progress. He explained that 

this document will not be formally adopted by the Secretary of State, and need not be 

adopted formally by the Council. The manual will be suitable for public access as a set of 

recommended practices.  

 

STREAM MAPPING ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

Cam McNutt (NCDENR) reported that the committee will meet next week to cover the 

Hydrography Requirements and Benefits Study (HRBS). The committee plans to use the 

study as well as modified rules and legislation to inform specifications and requirements 

for NC users of a hydrography dataset. The group would like to develop information 

about impacts of state rules and legislation on hydrography data. In DWR, the NCDOT-

funded headwaters mapping team is working on detailed streams related to NCDOT 

planning areas and is looking also at larger regional areas. The committee will consider a 

workflow to integrate the new data and how to apply data beyond the NCDOT planning 

areas. 

 

Regarding HRBS, North Carolina formed a group of 11 to take the USGS survey. There 

were many common responses about state requirements for stream mapping and benefits. 

North Carolina respondents represented Wake County, the City of Wilmington, the City 

of Asheville, NC Forest Service, UNC Asheville, NCDENR Division of Water 

Resources, NCDOT, NC Emergency Management, and CGIA. Estimating benefits is the 

most challenging part of the survey. Silvia Terziotti (USGS) added that USGS will use 

the information for a state summary and national summary, and then develop an approach 

for requesting funds from Congress to support a program. The final report is expected by 
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the end of January. Joe Sewash confirmed that the Census Bureau was involved in the 

survey of federal agencies.  

 

NC BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES  

Dr. Moore informed the committee that recommendations by the NCBGN and SMAC 

(April 15, 2015) to approve the naming of Barker’s Creek in Granville and Vance 

counties as well as Penland Creek in Buncombe County have been approved by the US 

Board on Geographic Names. He will coordinate posting of the updates with David 

Giordano as recommended in the NCBGN Communications Plan.   

 

The NCBGN received two proposals on June 23, 2015 for naming unnamed streams 

“Spurr Creek” and “Winding Oak Creek” in Granville County. The USBGN is 

processing the “Spurr Creek” proposal and the file will remain incomplete pending 

additional details associated with the petitioner’s request for a commemorative naming of 

“Spurr Creek.” Contact on a proposal to name an unnamed creek “Hall’s Creek” in Ashe 

County, mentioned in the April 15 report, is on-going. He added that commemorative 

naming follows the same process as other name requests; additionally, the person being 

commemorated must be deceased for at least five years to qualify. 

 

No follow up has been received on the other two proposals; Dr. Moore’s replies are noted 

in the April 16, 2015 NCBGN quarterly report. He will keep the SMAC apprised of the 

status of these proposals.  

 

NCBGN will continue to work toward resolving the issue of objectionable or offensive 

feature names by engaging local officials and encouraging the replacement of such 

names.   

 

As a preview of potential requests, Cam McNutt added that a developer in western North 

Carolina asked regional staff in the NCDENR Division Water Resources about naming as 

many as 20 unnamed tributaries. Cam explained the naming process to the developer. 

There could be a flurry of activity for NCBGN. 

 

ORTHOPHOTOGRAPHY PLANNING  

Gary Thompson reported that the working group received updates on the Statewide 

Orthoimagery Program and the LiDAR project on July 13 as usual to keep the group 

informed. The working group spent most of its meeting discussing and adding details to a 

plan for elevation products derived from new LiDAR data, as assigned by SMAC. The 

group made good progress on sharpening data product requirements but still has some 

blanks to fill in about who, how, and when for each product. NOAA has a tool that 

generates contours that will be suitable for new NC LiDAR data and an available option 

for small areas of interest. The Floodplain Mapping Program can establish a 20-foot 

DEM web service with a time frame to be determined. Jeff Brown is following up with 

Silvia Terziotti about elevation products on The National Map and the 3D Elevation 

Program (3DEP) and will edit the plan based on the working group discussion.  
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METADATA COMMITTEE 

Sarah Wray, chair, reported that the committee is reconstituted for a second phase with a 

focus on implementation of the new State and Local Government Metadata Profile. 

Acknowledging the successful completion and adoption of the new standard led by Steve 

Averett, Sarah asked SMAC to consider a proposed modification to the Metadata 

Committee’s charter to reflect the completion of the standard update and the new 

emphasis on implementation. As displayed to SMAC, Sarah proposed a modification in 

the third paragraph of the charter under “Purpose” and the list of topics: change the 6th 

and 7th bullets to read as follows (new wording in italics): 

 
“Topics for the working group to address may include (but would not be limited to): 

 Return on investment for metadata creation and maintenance 

 Incentives for metadata creation and maintenance 

 Role of metadata as a data development project tracking tool 

 Role of metadata in geospatial data archival process 

 Best practices for integrating metadata creation into workflows 

 Analysis and recommendation regarding a State metadata standard (formerly the 

FGDC content standard; the Council adopted the State and Local Government 

Metadata Profile (November 20, 2014) based on  ISO metadata standards)  

 Implementation of the State and Local Government Metadata Profile through 

metadata tool assessment, recommended tools and practices, training and other 

means to improve the quantity and quality of compliant geospatial metadata in state 

and local government data management.” 

 

The rest of the charter would be unchanged except for the addition of a revision date. 

Ryan deemed the changes to be minor, appropriate, and worthy of approval. There was 

no further discussion. Tom Morgan made a motion to approve the revised charter for the 

Metadata Committee; the motion was seconded by Kenneth Taylor. 

 

VOTED: SMAC approved revisions to the charter of the Metadata Committee.   

 

Sarah continued by sharing the roster of Metadata Committee members, with some 

holdovers from the original committee and some new members who are attracted to the 

implementation phase. A variety of stakeholders are represented on the committee. She 

pointed out the value of having university people involved in development of training 

curriculum and a potential role for students to assist. Lynda Wayne, FGDC, will continue 

in her consultation role.  

 

In addition, Alice Wilson volunteered to assist with testing of new tools and observed 

that the Local Government Committee (LGC) is interested in promoting tools and 

training sessions. Sarah Wray urged LGC to contact Sarah Sheldon of the City of 

Asheville who is on the Metadata Committee and has taken some of the federal training 

in ISO metadata. Also, Steve Averett is willing and ready to test and evaluate metadata 

tools using data from the City of Greensboro.  

 

Sarah Wray will contact the new members, distribute the revised charter, and set a date 

for a kick-off meeting. The first goal is to review and finalize the draft implementation 
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plan as a guide to tasks. She noted that the Metadata Committee has a head start on 

review of tools and techniques from efforts near the end of the first phase. Evaluation will 

focus on new tools. Open source tools are included along with tools compatible with the 

most heavily used GIS software in state and local governments (ArcGIS).  

 

Ryan acknowledged the fruitful work of the first phase that produced a new standard, and 

appreciates the enthusiasm by holdovers and new members to put the standard into 

practice. He invited more participants and asked Jeff to extend the invitation to LGC and 

the SGUC Executive Committee.  

 

Regular Status Updates 

NATIONAL GEOSPATIAL PROGRAMS OFFICE 

Silvia Terziotti reported that USGS conducted Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) 

workshops for 3DEP. Since North Carolina is acquiring LiDAR outside of the 3DEP 

program, the NC meeting consisted of mostly contractors learning more about 

opportunities for partnering with USGS and federal agencies to acquire LiDAR.  

 

The Hydrography Requirements and Benefits Study is another item of interest. For NC 

participation, see Cam McNutt’s report on Hydrography above.  

 

Silvia announced that Michael Tischler is the new Director of the National Geospatial 

Program.  

 

NC ONEMAP 

David Giordano reported updates and revisions to the content of the Geospatial Portal 

including state-owned lands and quarterly updates from the NC Natural Heritage 

Program. Notably, the NC Parcels dataset is now statewide and available as an Esri map 

service, Esri feature service, WMS, WFS, and downloadable files.  

 

Current NC OneMap activities include the following: 

 Regarding “under the hood” activities, there were upgrades to the operating 

system 

 For the Geoportal, CGIA continues to explore technologies for a more pleasing 

user interface and for making the data more easily accessible 

 Future work will include redesign and integration of the GeoPortal and NC 

OneMap websites 

 URLs for NC OneMap have changed—use the “.gov” extension, not “.com.” In 

particular, web services will only work with the “.gov” extension. 

 

Work Plan Prioritization and Other Data or Mapping Items from the Group 

Ryan led a discussion about priorities for the SMAC work plan 2015-2016.  After confirming the 

goals and objectives, Ryan observed that Next Generation 911, after evolving further, may be an 

additional objective to consider in the future.  

 

SMAC reviewed tasks from 2014-2015 and confirmed: 

 Completion of the expansion of the NC Parcels Project 
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 Revision and adoption of the revised orthoimagery standard 

 Completion and adoption of the new metadata standard 

 Completion of a guidance document for acquisition of oblique imagery 

 Fulfillment of ongoing tasks relating to working groups and other committees 

 

Looking ahead, Ryan asked for priority tasks to achieve goals and objectives. Suggestions from 

the committee: 

 Maintenance of statewide parcels and securing ongoing funding for operation and 

maintenance of the Parcel Transformer 

 A hydrography related task that may emerge from the Stream Mapping Advisory 

Committee 

 Council adopted standards needing revision:  

o Roads data content (2005) in the context of NCDOT’s data model being 

implemented for all public roads (NCDOT’s Erin Lesh is a resource); this may 

include more geospatial aspects beyond data fields 

o Core cadastral data content (2005) in the context of the master data schema 

developed for the NC Parcels Project 

 Implementation of the new metadata standard 

 Promotion of examples of the value of GIS in state and local government 

 Elevation data products based on the new LiDAR data 

 AddressNC (completed in 2014 from one-time funding) needs to be maintained based on 

a forthcoming business case 

 Geodetic reference frame 2022 recommendations (to be based on a charter for the 

working group, reporting to SMAC) 

 Council initiatives yet to emerge that may be assigned to SMAC 

 

An item identified that also relates to the Technical Advisory Committee: in-house and informal 

mobile data collection with a variety of devices is growing within government agencies, with 

little guidance on recommended practices. There is interest in mobile data collection in the 

Federal Interagency Committee as well.  

 

In-Meeting Task Review 

 Ryan will ask the Management & Operations Committee to consider if the right working 

groups are in place to review standards related to Next Generation 911. 

 Ryan will distribute a draft set of tasks for updating the SMAC work plan. 

 NCDOT will look for ways to coordinate data maintenance for the Pedestrian and Bike 

Infrastructure Network database in relation to other transportation datasets, ensure that 

the data become discoverable on NC OneMap, and report progress to SMAC.  

 DWR will forward updated monitoring and permitting datasets to the NC OneMap 

database when complete. 

 

Adjourn --The meeting adjourned at 3:30 PM. 

 

2015 SMAC Meeting Dates  
Wednesday, October 14 


